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How does Costa Rica’s transition align with MFAN’s Principles for
Strategic Transitions from Development Aid?
Advance country ownership: Costa Rica’s tradition of promoting education, health, and
equality helped forge a close development partnership with the United States over many years
and successive administrations. This partnership enabled successful joint planning and financing
of aid priorities over decades, including the establishment of the EARTH University by the
Government of Costa Rica, USAID, and the Kellogg Foundation in the 1980s to train developing
country leaders.
Determine transition readiness by development progress: Based on the country’s highest-inthe-region levels of human and economic development, USAID announced in 1994 that Costa
Rica would transition from aid and closed the country Mission in 1996. However, the process of
transition was hampered by “rigid instructions” from Washington, D.C. (including an “out-is-out”
policy preventing re-engagement), an “accelerated” pace of closure, and an underfunded closeout assessment of USAID’s activities.1
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Catalyze private sector investment for inclusive growth: U.S. Government assistance helped
set Costa Rica on a sustainable path, such as in the 1980s when donor investments fostered
diversification of the Costa Rican economy to manufacturing and higher-value exports such as
melons and cut flowers. In 2004, Costa Rica announced its entrance into a free-trade agreement
with the United States, further expanding markets for U.S. goods and services.
Safeguard gains and continue progress: As the USAID Mission closed in 1996, the United States
and Costa Rica established the Costa Rica United States Foundation for Cooperation (CRUSA),
a private, independent nonprofit organization that still promotes sustainable development and
cooperation between the two countries today. In addition, Costa Rica continues to receive
modest amounts of assistance as needed, such as for counter-narcotics to help stem the flow of
illicit drugs into the U.S., law enforcement, and disaster response to Tropical Storm Nate in 2017.

